
Ring of Honor TV – November
25, 2015: Destination Awesome
Ring  of Honor
Date: November 25, 2015
Location: Wings Stadium Annex, Kalamazoo, Michigan
Commentators: Nigel McGuinness, Kevin Kelly

This is a big show with a big main event as we have Roderick Strong
challenging Jay Lethal for the TV Title to continue their long and rather
entertaining feud over the last year or so. We’re getting closer and
close to Final Battle and it’s about time to have a build between AJ
Styles and Lethal for the World Title so maybe they can tie it in here.
Let’s get to it.

As a side note, this is the final episode on Destination America, though
the show will still air in syndication as it has for years now.

Opening sequence.

Moose vs. Dominic Carter

Spear ends Carter in five seconds.

Post match Moose’s manager Stokely Carmichael says Jay Lethal will only
be World Champion until Moose gets his hands on him. Carmichael thinks he
heard this last week from Michael Elgin, who isn’t as big or strong or
talented as Moose. Therefore, Elgin needs to go to the back of the line
where he belongs.

Instead Elgin comes out here to say that Moose did win his match faster
than Elgin did last week, but there’s a bit of a size difference. Big
Mike is ready to give Moose some real competition any time he’s ready.
Moose says we can do it right now but here’s the House of Truth (minus
Jay Lethal but including Taeler Henrdix (good lord)) to laugh all this
off and call them out for using Lethal’s name to get over. Elgin says
he’ll be in a hotel with Hendrix later. Those are fighting words and a
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tag match is on.

J. Diesel/Donovan Dijak vs. Michael Elgin/Moose

It’s a big brawl to start until we take a break. Back with Elgin taking
Dijak down with an enziguri and a dropkick for good measure. Moose comes
in for his own dropkick and then a suplex, challenging Elgin to best
that. Elgin’s suplex is in fact longer but he stops to argue with Moose,
allowing the House of Truth to make a comeback. Everything breaks down
and Hendrix grabs Elgin for a distraction. Dijak grabs a good looking
chokebreaker on Elgin as Kelly talks about Diesel wanting to go by Joey
Diesel Daddiago or however that is spelled.

Moose makes his comeback on Diesel but Dijak jumps him from behind.
Without a tag, Elgin sends both of them to the floor for an apron
cannonball before teasing a kiss on Hendrix. That sexual assault goes
nowhere so it’s a German suplex for two on Diesel instead. Everything
breaks down again and Elgin buckle bombs Diesel, followed by a spear from
Moose after a blind tag for the pin at 11:33.

Rating: C. This was all storytelling instead of a good match and there’s
nothing wrong with that. Moose vs. Elgin has the potential to be two guys
beating the heck out of each other for fifteen minutes at Final Battle
and that’s all it needs to be. Lethal vs. either one could be a fun match
on a big stage so everyone wins. Well save for whichever of them loses.

Moose and Elgin stare each other down as Elgin didn’t like that blind
tag.

Long video on Strong wanting one more match to prove he can beat Lethal.
It’s not about either title but rather Strong’s pride. They were smart to
keep this taped as Strong live can be a disaster. He’s downright
listenable taped though.

Story Time with Adam Cole focuses on the Kingdom being great Tag Team
Champions. War Machine will get their hopeless title shot at Final Battle
and Cole will beat up Dalton Castle next week. Simple, to the point and
natural here.



Here’s the Decade so BJ Whitmer can rip on Steve Corino for lying about
his neck surgery. Whitmer can’t believe that Nigel McGuinness bought it
because McGunniness lied about being hurt a few years back. Nigel isn’t
going to take this and gets in the ring to…..say the Decade can’t be at
Final Battle either.

TV Title: Roderick Strong vs. Jay Lethal

Lethal is defending and this is their third match of the year with Lethal
holding a 1-0-1 lead. There’s no Truth Martini here but there are two
referees to make sure it’s a fair fight. They go to the mat to start with
Lethal bailing outside when he can’t keep up. An armbar frustrates the
champion even more and he teases leaving, only to get dragged back in and
chopped as a punishment.

We take a break with Roderick in control and come back with Jay firing
off chops on the floor. Roderick tastes the barricade (needs some honey
mustard) but is thrown back in at a thirteen count. Back in and they chop
each other some more until Lethal takes over with a headlock. Well it’s
better than the standard chinlock. A quick enziguri gives Strong a
breather and he fires off his running strikes before picking Jay up for a
backbreaker.

Back from another break with Lethal missing a dropkick but grabbing the
Lethal Combination for two. There’s a Koji Clutch (which just looks cool)
until Strong crawls over to the ropes and bails outside for a breather.
Two straight suicide dives have Strong in trouble but he avoids a third.
Well yeah he should after Lethal does the same thing three times. Back in
and Lethal gets caught on the top for a kind of reverse belly to back
suplex.

The Strong Hold is broken up and a Lethal Injection gets two. Strong
comes right back with three straight knees to the face but a superplex is
countered into a top rope bulldog. That only gets two more so Strong pops
up for another knee to the head. The Sick Kick and a suplex into a
backbreaker set up the Strong Hold to FINALLY end Lethal’s eighteen month
reign at 21:48.

Rating: B+. They really didn’t have any other choice here and that’s



often the best thing that can happen. Lethal had held the title for so
long that it didn’t mean anything anymore and now it’s freed up for
others to have their run with it instead. I’ve never been a fan of having
one person as a double champion so it’s a good move to let Lethal just be
World Champion. The match itself was really solid stuff too with the
ending being the best part as Strong just threw everything he had at
Lethal until Jay couldn’t stand up any longer.

The House of Truth pulls Lethal out as Strong poses to end the show.

Overall Rating: A-. When a third of your show is one really solid match
and the other major story is building up to what should be a fun match at
Final Battle, everyone wins here. Everyone is on point right now and it’s
making the build for Final Battle all the better. Good stuff here with
another solid show, as it’s been for a long time now.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of Wrestlemania at Amazon for just $3.99
at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0188BJRGU

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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